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Caring for people that have Alzheimer’In her assortment of true stories, author Louise Carey
conveys attitudes and approaches for treating dementia patients with respect while also
selecting humor in the unusual and frustrating situations encountered by the caregiver.
Frustration often dominates your day as you make an effort to bridge the gap between real
life and someone who has lost touch with fact. The Hedge People gives caregivers solace in
the stories and pleasure in the journey because they encounter the daily problems of care
giving with God’Filled up with humor, warmth, and encouragement, each chapter carries a
caregiver prayer, a leading question for reflection, and space to journal.s could be emotionally
depleting. Combine that with the grief over the increased loss of the individual you used to
know and a haunting fear of what is to come and it appears as though life won't see laughter
and joy again.s help.Nonetheless it does.
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Excellent This is an excellent book about being truly a caretaker. I highly recommend this
book and will giving it to friends and family as they care for their elderly family members who
struggle with dementia. This is usually a lovely check out the life of someone who is reality
challenged and contains lots of good advice. It isn't all fun Going right through tough things
with our 'dad', and hearing other stories helps all of us stay sane. A Heart-warming story This is
a tale of love, family, and commitment - and it's really true! Not all dementia individuals are as
kind and laid back as Art. I've bought 2 copies of the publication. the understanding and faith
of the author arrive through on each web page. Very practical, extremely encouraging,
extremely insightful, and thus very helpful. It's not all about funny tales and silver linings, it's
about finding the thoughtful and meaningful moments in an usually chaotic and devastating
disease. I loved this book and Art Carey Very practical, very encouraging, extremely insightful,
and . We are reminded to consider the positives and humor in each situation, rather than the
drudgery and repetition that happen as a caregiver. This reserve was a genuine
encouragement to me. Five Stars Great book! I liked the authors endurance, wisdom and
perseverance in addition to respect on her behalf father in law. Fascinating This book may
cause you to smile during exactly what will be difficult times. A warm and loving read. Light-
hearted lessons for all those Recommended book for almost all who deal with people who
are ill or incapacitated for some reason. Wonderful Resource for Caregivers This is a
straightforward read, written sensitively but with good humor and love - will be a great
encouragement and practical help for anyone who is caring for an alzheimer's patient. Louise
Carey does a fantastic work of applying God's concepts to difficult circumstances. I found the
reserve to be much less humourous and more heart-warming, and a reminder there are many
of us on a single difficult trip. It's a complete different ball game if they are angry, agitated and
hateful.. Only a care-giver could have written this book; These were both little "pick me up"
presents for friends dealing with family members experiencing Alzheimers disease. Not all
dementia patients are as affable as Art is portrayed, but the prayers are suitable for us all as
we try to caution for our cherished one. Four Stars An interesting, non-clinical look at coping
with a person with Alzheimer's. It is an extremely insightful book about Alzheimer It was
wonderful seeing how Louise Carey used humor in taking care of her Father in Laws who had
Alzheimer. It provides provided me encouragement for the days to come as my hubby lives
with dementia. Beautiful book mu cousin sent it to me Beautiful book mu cousin directed it to
me. I'd laugh and cry. Louise Carey gives us an excellent example to check out.. The book was
an easy read, and easy to choose back up and commence reading again after a break. They
both loved this reserve and stated it helped them. I've given 3 copies apart and held one for
myself. Many thanks Louise Carey. Not all dementia patients are simply because kind and
easy going as Art This book seems simplistic regarding the caregivers plight regarding
dementia. Bought two so far. I've as rich a feeling of humor as most people and yes I could
laugh at the funny items my husband says even within the horror of early starting point
Alzheimer's. Warm story, easy read Definitely an excellent read for family care-givers of
dementia patients, I especially enjoyed the prayers and the care-giver notes by the end of
each chapter. Additionally, there are practical ideas for those of us who have been thrust into
the caregiver role.
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